Australian and New Zealand Society of Jungian Analysts
Invitation to Mental Health Professionals

Black Knot - White Knot:
Psychoanalytic meditations for practitioners in indigenous relationship.
Jung’s ‘Psychology of the Transference’ adapted for Australian intercultural situations.
25 September 2021
Zoom
9.00am - 4.00pm AEST

Image by Craig San Roque with Japaljami Spencer

With Craig San Roque and others
This diagram suggests a variation upon the Rosarium quadrant as used by Jung to depict
interactions of conscious and unconscious events in transference relationships, for
instance, projection, desires, expectations, unconscious intensities, and confusions in
thought and feeling.
Originally this image was a handy matrix referring to relations between therapist and
patient, drawing also upon implicit sexual, bi-gendered or parent /child interactions
arising between persons of European culture and languages. Imagine transposing this
(simple) interactive matrix to an Australian present culture.
The Rosarium diagram can be used as a means by which to capture subtle processes that
may be happening between persons or groups of people where indigenous/nonindigenous persons may be meeting and working together.
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Black Knot - White Knot:
Psychoanalytic meditations for practitioners in indigenous relationship.
Jung’s ‘Psychology of the Transference’ adapted for Australian intercultural situations.

Based upon 30 years of experience in such situations, especially in Central Australia,
Craig will lay out some systematic patterns or variations in likely intercultural
transference processes. He hopes to draw upon help and experience from colleagues
and some who specialise in law, psychiatry, and aboriginal relationships.
The workshop event is intended to be of pragmatic use to practitioners.
PRESENTER:
Craig San Roque, PhD, is a Jungian analyst. He trained in London with the Society of
Analytical Psychology (SAP) and is a former president and co-director of training of
ANZSJA C.G. Jung Institute. His practice base is Sydney and Alice Springs, Central
Australia, where he is involved in intercultural matters, collaborating on European and
Aboriginal cultural regeneration projects. He has a special interest in the dilemmas of
contemporary Australian mental health services, hybrid societies and the richness of
mythic storytelling arts as a psychic stimulant - a direct implication of Jung’s respect for
archetypal and cultural psychic ancestries.

Date:
Time:
Venue:
Full Fee:
Early Bird / Student:
Cancellation:
PD certificate:

Saturday 25 September 2021
9.00am - 4.00pm AEST
Zoom
$250.00 AUD (incl. GST)
$230.00 AUD (incl. GST) until 11 Sept 2021
No refund for cancellation after 4 Sept 2021
6 hours (certificate issued after event)

BOOK NOW:

Click link: https://www.trybooking.com/BNPIB

For further seminar information and bookings, and for details about the group program: https://anzsja.org/wp/future/
Enquiries and to be placed on the ANZSJA mailing list, please contact: admin@anzsja.org.au
Enrolment is at ANZSJA’s discretion.
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